Masterpiece
A team of experts reveal the untold mysteries and surprising techniques behind some of the
world’s most famous paintings in order to recreate them. Can the reconstruction ever live up
the original? Can only a master create a masterpiece?
The Netherlands is synonymous with the greatest painters and renowned paintings in
history. Dutch paintings are illustrious, world-famous and unparalleled. Is there a secret
behind these great masterpieces? If this secret were to be discovered to replicate the
painting, could you tell the difference? In MASTERPIECE, produced by Posvideo, a team of
leading experts take up the ultimate challenge to reconstruct a diverse selection of eight
complex and heralded Dutch masterpieces. In the process, the experts pull out all the stops
to get as close as possible to the artist’s technique, style and perception of the world.
Overview seasons and synopsis per episode

Masterpiece, season 1
6 episodes á 40 minutes
Production year: 2016
Synopsis per episode:
SE01 EP01 Johannes Vermeer: Girl with a pearl earring
Vermeer’s ‘Girl with the Pearl Earring’ was chosen by the public as the most beautiful
painting in the Netherlands. It is also called the Mona Lisa of the low countries. The artwork
has an incredibly beautiful light and almost inscrutable build-up of paint layers. What
technique did Vermeer use to achieve this? The course of light and sharpness is
unprecedented for its time. And is the pearl a pearl? The team will try to unravel these
secrets by re-creating the painting with all the technology of today and knowledge of the
past. Masterpiece faces many challenges in the search for Vermeer's secret.

SE01 EP02 Piet Mondriaan: Victory Boogie Woogie
Mondrian is one of the greatest innovators of Modern art. He started out as a landscape
painter, but became world famous as a painter of abstract works. Mondrian tried to depict
the world behind the visible world. He wanted to create "universal", harmonic art that
would form the basis for a better world. His absolute masterpiece is ‘Victory Boogiewoogie’
the painting he worked on in New York until he died in 1944. Today it is known as the Night
Watch of the twentieth century.

SE01 EP03 Rembrandt: Self-portrait
Rembrandt: without a doubt the greatest painter in the Netherlands. Admired all over the
world, especially for his play with light and dark. He was a Dutch celebrity avant la lettre, the
superstar of the Golden Age ... A master of portraying human emotions, especially when it
comes to his self-portraits. Technical virtuoso, but also ruthlessly honest. Rembrant painted
his first self-portrait when he was 22. A small, but technically very refined work: "Selfportrait at an early age." Is the team able to unravel some of the secrets of Rembrandt's
shadow play?

SE01 EP04 Karel Appel: Child, Church, Animal
Karel Appel’s father forced him to take over the hairdressing business, but Karel only wanted
one thing: to become a painter. And he did: A great master ahead of his time, a world
famous painter even. In 1949, when he was still unknown and penniless, he made "Child,
little church animal". Actually nothing is known about the construction of Child Church
Animal. Not more than you can discover at first sight. To find out more, we have to take a
closer look at the work using a microscope. It seems as if the work consists of several layers.

SE01 EP05 Van Gogh: Self Portrait with grey felt hat
It was not until he was 27 that Vincent van Gogh decided to become a fulltime artist. And
yet, in the ten years until his death he made more than 900 paintings. His influence on
painting has been enormous. His use of color and compositions have inspired generations
after him. The team of Masterpiece examines the paintings and finds everything between
the layers. And if they are lucky, they might discover something special. We know a lot about
Van Gogh’s life through correspondence with his brother. But exactly what he looked like
remains a mystery. If we strip the self-portrait of the characteristic lines, we have a change
to look this masterpainter in the eye….

SE01 EP06 Jheronimus Bosch: Marskramer
Jheronimus Bosch is and remains a mystery. He was a revolutionary painter who
brought heaven and hell to life in his paintings. Bosch probably painted ‘The Pedlar’ in the
year 1493. The work has endured a lot in its 500 years of existence. Originally, Jeroen Bosch
painted it on the outside of two altar panels.

Masterpiece, season 2
9 episodes á 35 minutes
Production year: 2017

SE02 EP01 Van Gogh: The Wrestlers / Still Life of Field Flowers (part 1)
Vincent van Gogh painted a classic pose of two wrestlers at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts
in Antwerp in 1886. In the eyes of his teacher, the work was substandard; he was transferred
back from painting class to drawing class. Van Gogh disagreed with this and left the
Academy to move closer to his brother Theo in Paris. He took the canvas with him in his
luggage and used it as a background for a new painting: the Still Life of Field Flowers. To get
the same surface in the reconstruction, the team will first paint The Wrestlers and then the
Still Life of Field Flowers over it. The reconstruction of De Wrestlers turns out to be a difficult
task. The only research material available is fuzzy black and white scans. On it we can see
contours, but the heads of the two gentlemen are largely missing. The team will look for
paintings from the same period that were also made at the Academy; can they find the same
models there?

SE02 EP02 Van Gogh: The Wrestlers / Still Life of Field Flowers (part 2)
The team, like Van Gogh, leaves for Paris with the reconstruction of ‘The Wrestlers’. In Paris,
Van Gogh repainted the work with the Still Life of Field Flowers.
SE02 EP03 Frans Hals: Portrait of Zaffius
The portrait of Zaffius is an early work by Frans Hals. During the making process of the
reconstruction, all kinds of questions arise from the research. There are doubts about the
authenticity of the work. Will the team make a reconstruction of the real master? Using oldfashioned and new methods, an investigation is conducted into the originality of the work; Is
it a real Hals? What are the characteristics of this master and do we see them in the portrait
of Zaffius?

SE02 EP04 Breitner: Girl in white kimono
‘The Girl in White Kimono’ is a painting from Breitner's famous Kimono Girl series. As a
preliminary study for his paintings, he used photographs of his model (Geesje Kwak) in
kimono. To get as close as possible to the creative process of Breitner, the team will take a
photo with Breitner's original camera. The camera is fantastic museum piece in the
safekeeping of Leiden University. It turns out to be a complicated chemical process with
glass negatives and slow shutter speeds. Charlotte finds out that she needs a certain
medium to be able to complete the reconstruction properly. Michel investigates and ends up
in Cambridge; looking for a recipe in the archives of an old paint shop.

SE02 EP05 Rembrandt: Jeremiah
Rembrandt van Rijn made the painting "Jeremiah" at the age of 24. It’s an incredibly
complex painting in which all his talent comes together: The enchanting effect between
sketchy finish and the small detail. But also the expression of all the different materials such
as velvet, metal, red coral and rock. Team member Michel van de Laar has restored
Rembrandt’s work in the past and discovered that there is something special hidden in the
paint: A hair by Rembrandt. Also in the reconstruction, a hair will be put back. And not just
any hair: an exciting search leads to a descendant of Rembrandt.

SE02 EP06 Rubens: Minerva
Rubens worked with a ‘drying oil’ in his paint. The exact composition of this has been
recorded by Théodore de Mayerne, a Swiss scholar who spoke about this with Rubens. The
team searches for the 17th century paint recipe book of De Mayerne and ends up in London.
But there is another issue. The team members disagree on the "carrier" of the work. Was it
painted on paper or on a wooden panel? All possible research methods are used to
investigate the original, but it turns out to be a difficult issue. A decision will have to be
made to finish the reconstruction in time.

SE02 EP07 Willink: Wilma
This episode the team gets the unique opportunity to get very close to the
Masterpainter. The complete studio of Carel Willink is kept completely intact since his death
in 1983. It’s a complete treasure trove with mountains of information about his working
method and materials. The painting shows Wilma Willink (1905-1960), the painter's absolute
muse and the woman who further fueled his creative drive. Will Charlotte manage to get the
same connection with her? To complete the quest for the master's secrets, the team is given
a very special permission; the work may come over to the studio for one day to subject it to
all kinds of technical research.

SE02 EP08 Fabritius: The Goldfinch
On October 12 1654, Fabritius was killed in an enormous explosion during a buswort disaster
(called The Delft Thunderclap). Earlier that same year he painted ‘The Goldfinch’. During the
last restoration of the work, small dents in the painting were discovered, which are thought
to have been created during the explosion. The theory: The work was most likely hanging in
his studio and due to the enormous force of the explosion, pieces of grit hit the work. The
paint was not fully cured yet, because there are no cracks in the paint at the spots of the
impact. The team is also trying to get the same pits in the reconstruction via an exciting
simulation of the Delft Thunderclap.

SE02 EP09 Monet: View over ‘De Kromme Waal’
Monet is the founder of Impressionism; the art form that focuses on experiencing
the moment, modern life and painting in the open air. This painting, made during one of his
many stays in the Netherlands, is an important part in completing his impressionist quest.
Charlotte, like Monet, takes to the canals to paint. The team visits Monet's old home and
studio in Giverny, France, and returns with useful material for the reconstruction.

Masterpiece, season 3
8 episodes á 35 minutes
Production year: 2019

SE03 EP01 Coorte: Still life with asparagus
The team wonders; who was Coorte who, in a time of lavishness, spent hours working on his
austere still lifes of just a bunch of asparagus, three peaches or a bowl of strawberries? And
how is it possible that eight different colors are needed to approximate the white of Coortes
asparagus? And why are they so transparent? The search for the answers takes the team to
a small church and an asparagus farmer in the Dutch provinces, which leads to a special
discovery in a chemical laboratory.

SE03 EP02 Turner: Clouds and Water
In 1840 Turner painted the masterpiece "Clouds and Water". Charlotte tries to fathom his
loose style, with thick blobs. Englishman and cellist Dominic Seldis comes by to blare his cello
with praise for this "British Rembrandt". Michel discovers that the painting has undergone
precarious treatment, but wonders how. In search of the answers the team visits the Tate
Britain and gather on a windy English cliff. An episode in which an iron, a chalk rock at
Margate and a jar of beeswax play a leading role.

SE03 EP03 Van Eyck: Madonna at the fountain
It was painted almost 600 years ago; the "Madonna at the Fountain" by Jan Van
Eyck. Despite being a Charlotte’s favorite, she is reaching the limits of her ability. The minute
details, the special use of oil paint and the slow-drying pigments play tricks on her. While the
team is researching Van Eyck's complex oil painting technique, they are also travelling to
Rome. In search for the deep blue ultramarine, in The Vatican they see the impact that Van
Eyck had on his Italian contemporaries and lights a candle for Charlotte in the Santa Maria
Maggiore.

SE03 EP04 Sluijters: Moonlight
He was called a painter's beast, Jan Sluijters. At a young age he managed to win an
important incentive prize: The Prix de Rome. Nevertheless, he managed to quickly lose the
associated purse, with his idiosyncratic and innovative style. And it was precisely this style
that brought him fame and the reconstruction team headaches when working on "Moon
Night IV". Because how do you safely apply toxic paint? Where did Sluijters find his nocturnal
inspiration? And can Charlotte get used to the bizarre red trees and the green sky...?

SE03 EP05 Van Ruisdael: View of Harlem
Jacob van Ruisdael's famous cloudy skies, who doesn't know them? The
reconstruction of Ruisdael's world-famous View of Haarlem with bleaching fields takes the
team to a porcelain factory in Delft in search of the ideal blue for the sky. They take to the
air with astronomer Vincent Icke to understand the Dutch light. And Jasper searches for
traces of 17th century Amsterdam where Ruisdael lived: the Dam Square in Amsterdam.

SE03 EP06 Schoonhoven: R70-54
This time the team is not making a reconstruction of a painting but of a 3D work; a bright
white relief by the Delft artist Jan Schoonhoven from 1970. A work in which the play
between light and shadow is central. It will be a search for usable cardboard, original old
newspapers, the right ratio for the wallpaper paste and the right shade of white. A meeting
with his former assistant Aad in 't Veld provides a lot of information but also sets the bar
high; does the team manage to capture the light in the same way as Schoonhoven?

SE03 EP07 Van Dongen: Finger on the cheek
Kees van Dongen was a popular painter among high society in Paris. Van Dongen
preferred to paint women and the Parisian woman preferred to be portrayed by him. When
the Second World War broke out, he accompanied the German occupiers on a controversial
art trip to Germany. The team is trying to find out why he did this. In the meantime, painter
Charlotte Caspers is conducting extensive research into the exact color yellow and studies
those typical Van Dongen eyes.

SE03 EP08 Toorop: Self Portrait with fur collar
The team is making a reconstruction of Charley Toorop's 1940s Self-Portrait with Fur Collar.
Toorop's father was a world-famous painter and was best friends with Mondrian and
Rietveld. Toorop opts for artistry and everything had to make way for it. Her family too?
Painter Charlotte visits Toorop's studio in Bergen and while making a self-portrait, Charlotte
asks herself the question; how far do I go for my artistry?

Masterpiece, season 4
8 episodes á 35 minutes
Production year: 2021

SE04 EP01 Rachel Ruysch: Vase With Flowers
In the 18th century, the painter Rachel Ruysch was more successful than her contemporary
Rembrandt van Rijn. While van Rijn received 500 guilders for a painting, Ruysch raised 1500
guilders for a work of art by her hand. With a father who was an anatomist and botanist, she
grew up among plants, flowers and animals. With a steady hand she made the most
beautiful flower still lifes that even now, right now, adorn many walls in the form of
wallpaper and reproductions on canvas.

SE04 EP02 Samuel van Hoogstraten: Trompe L’oeil Still Life
Impostor turns out to be a self-portrait. The painter Samuel van Hoogstraten learned the
trade from none other than Rembrandt van Rijn. Van Hoogstraten turned out to have the
exceptional talent for creating lifelike still lifes of everyday scenes; so-called 'deceivers'. He
put many spectators on the wrong foot. On Trompe L’oeil Still Life so many personal
elements of him and his wife are depicted that it can be seen as a self-portrait.

SE04 EP03 Pieter Bruegel The Elder – The Tower of Babel
For 5 years, the Masterpiece team has beckoned to make a reconstruction
of the famous work 'The Tower of Babel' by Pieter Bruegel (the elder). Due to its complexity
and the size (with about 1033 figures the no less than 9 double floors) they never dared. But
this year, the team picked up the gauntlet and got the job done, thanks to their extreme
perseverance.

SE04 EP04 Jan Steen: The Physician
The well-known artist Jan Steen, famous for his famous chaotic paintings of gatherings, turns
out to be much more of a moralist than a humorist. The deeper layers in his work reveal his
love for the quirks of humanity and society. With his jokes and reprimands, Van Steen turns
out to be a critical cartoonist avant la lettre.

SE04 EP05 Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema: Amo Te, Ama Me
Without Tadema no Star Wars or Gladiator! With his passion for antiquity, the
northern artist Lourens Alma-Tadema inspired great contemporary Hollywood directors. His
unparalleled in-depth research into the Classical Era produced scenes that would fit right
into a movie. Despite being academic and classical, Tadema’s style was very innovative at
the end of the 19th century.

SE04 EP06 Johannes Vermeer: The Milkmaid
The team unravels the secret behind Johannes Vermeer's perspective. Vermeer used a nail and
string to work out the perspective lines in his paintings. After seeing this episode of Masterpiece
you will see the work of Vermeer in a different light. The question 'where is the hole' will always
cross your mind. In 17 of the 36 works we still have by Vermeer, there is such a hole: a painting
trick that will give a beautiful cityscape or portrait spaciousness.

SE04 EP07 Corneille: Le Couple à la Maison
Corneille's work Le Couple à la Maison appears to have been painted in a period of 1 year
and then exhibited twice. Immediately afterwards, it was acquired by the Stedelijk Museum in
Amsterdam, where the painting still resides. This was confirmed by newly discovered deeds,
owned by a photographer and friend of Corneille. The first exhibition took place in Liège and was
the very last large 'Cobra'- exhibition; the famous art group to which Corneille belonged in the
early 1950s. The fact that Le Couple à la Maison was sold so soon afterwards is special, because
the art of Corneille and the Cobra group was still far from famous at that time and even today is
regarded by many as abhorred.

SE04 EP08 Isaac Israëls: Woman before 'Sunflowers' by Van Gogh
Vincent Van Gogh's work Sunflowers has served as a model for several works by the painter
Isaac Israëls. Israëls painted the work during a two-year sleepover of the masterpiece in his
studio. He was in love with the work, but still placed a beautiful young lady right in front of
the sunflowers. Both beauties, the vase and the lady, vie for the viewer's attention. Israëls
dream came true.

